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Installation:

1. Detach the metal bracket from the
back of the canopy and mount it onto
the ceiling,with the �at side upward. 
Make sure the electrical wires are 
exposed near the bracket. 

2. If this �xture has a double canopy-do it with the 
smaller one. 

3. Twist the GND wire coming 
out of your electrical box 
with the GND wire of the 
light �xture. Use the twist 
connector attached to the GND wire of the Lighting 
Fixture in order to connect between these 2 wires. 

In the box: 
• Fixture
• Glasses 
• Extra Led bulb
• Black pocket “Installation kit” contains gloves and extra ring

Keep the ‘Installation Kit’ until you’ve con�rmed that all 
components are present.

For USA: This product must be installed in accordance 
with the applicable installation code by a person familiar 
with the construction and operation of the product and 
the hazards involved.

For CANADA: ce produit doit être installé selon le code 
d’installation pertinent, par une personne qui connaît bien le 
produit et son fonctionnement ainsi que les risques inhérents.

Before starting installation, Turn o� the relevant 
electrical power source to ensure safety.

Preparation:

1. Determine your ceiling type (wood, drywall, or concrete) 
and use the appropriate screws. For drywall, locate ceiling 
joists and make sure the screws go beyond the drywall 
into the joist. For concrete, use masonry anchor screws. 

2. Carefully pull out the �xture from the box
At this stage, it’s important to leave the 
stickers with the numbers on the plate in 
place. This will help you properly position 
the glasses later on.
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ENJOY!

Note for Future: This fixture incorporates 
LED GU10 7w 570 lumens 3000K). 
Always replace with an identical bulb for consistency 
in performance.
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Glasses Assembly: 
1. Carefully unpack the glasses. Each glass has a label with 

a number that corresponds with the number over the 
ceiling �xture.

2. To attach the glasses, insert the cable from the glass 
into the clips from the canopy. We recommend positioning 
the glasses 1-3 inches (4-7cm) from the plate.
Make sure that the gap between the glasses and the 
canopy are equal.

3. The glossy side of the material faces outwards and the 
matte side faces inwards.

For further guidance, you can watch 
the instructional video by scanning 
the QR code provided.

4. For the next stage you will need a 
second person to help you hold the 
�xture up while you connect the
electrical wire to the �xture.

Please wear the gloves provided in 
order to prevent leaving �ngerprints on the canopy.
4. Connect the positive and negative wires from your 

elecrical box with the respective wires from the 
Fixture. Use the twist connector attached to the wires.

5. Carefully position the canopy on to the barcket and 
fasten it into place using the pre-exiting holes.

6. Before installing the glasses, make sure to verify that
everything is functioning properly.

:Adjustment
1. In case of an uneven ceiling, use white or clear silicone 

to bridge any space between the ceiling and canopy.

2. If your �xture has a double canopy, repeat the installation 
process for both the upper and lower canopy. 

Maintenance and Care
1. These Led bulbs are dimmable, with any dimming 

switch system. 
2. Dust: Use a so�, dry cloth to regularly dust your �xture.
3. Metal: Wipe with a damp mat.
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